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Superior Understanding of Non-Covalent Interactions
ViewContacts is state-of-the-art software for improved understanding of favourable and unfavourable
non-covalent interactions in protein-ligand complexes.
Non-covalent bonds, whilst weak by nature, help to maintain the three dimensional structure of a protein.
They are critical in drug discovery because most drugs work by binding non-covalently with the target
protein. By studying these non-covalent interactions, you gain sights into the processes in which proteins
bind to one another and improve your targeted drug design. ViewContacts is the new leading tool in this
area for your chemists, modelers and crystallographers.

Advantages
Data Driven – created by industry experts, ViewContacts is accurate and comprehensive when finding the
many different types of hydrogen bonds, polar interactions and lipophilic contacts in binding sites.
Rule Based – ViewContacts ensures interactions are correctly identified by using an extensive range of
rigourously tested rules. These rules form the basis of a superior algorithm, developed from the latest
findings in structural biology, molecular modeling, molecular recognition and database mining studies.
Visualisation – ViewContacts creates scripts that allow fast and easy exploration of the key protein-ligand
interactions determining binding affinity.
Handles Water Molecules – Rank scores provide easy identification of bound water molecules for targeting
in ligand design experiments.
Identifies Unfavourable Interactions – ViewContacts allows you to detect desolvation penalties that
negatively affect target binding.
Easy to Use – all your scientists (expert crystallographers and modelers and non-expert medicinal
chemists) can make the best use of protein crystallography in structure based drug design.

Interaction Types
ViewContacts identifies all commonly occurring non-covalent interaction types such as:
 hydrogen bonding
 ionic pairs
 van der W aals
as well as many less well understood types:
 cation-pi
 hydrogen bonding to pi-systems
 σ-hole bonding (halogen bonding)
 orthogonal dipolar alignment
 dipolar antiperiplaner interactions
 pi-stacking
 pi edge-to-face contacts
 hydrogen bonding involving CH groups

Pair Interaction Definitions
ViewContacts automatically assigns SMARTS-based atom types and detects many different types of
favourable and unfavourable interactions (with distance and angle constraints and pruning of redundant
contacts).
Classification of Interaction Types
1. hydrogen bonding
2. metal bonding
3. ionic
4. cation-dipole
5. cation-pi
6. dipolar
7. σ-hole bond
8. h_donor-pi

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

pi-pi
van der Waals
unfavourable of 1, 2, 3, 6
polar and non-polar clashes
polar-nonpolar desolvation penalties

Example: 2cf8 (Thrombin)

Cl…O=C Halogen bond

ViewContacts creates
PyMOL scripts that
allow fast and easy
exploration of the key
protein-ligand
interaction
determining binding
affinity

Unfavourable C=O…O=C alignment

amide-phenyl p-p interaction

ViewContacts – KEY FEATURES

Handling of Water Molecules
ViewContacts includes a powerful method for scoring water replacement potential based on the deviation
from the ideal tetrahedral coordination of the protein bound water molecules.
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A maximum of 4 protein contacts are counted (≤ 2 donors and ≤ 2 acceptors), and any angle less 60 is
rejected.

Example: 2r8q (PDE-B1)

Colour-coding of rank score in PyMOL
1. green:

0 - 2.3 (easy to replace)

2. amber:

2.3 – 4.0 (possible to replace
with suitable polar
functionalities)

3. red:

4.0 – 6.0 (unlikely to replace)

ViewContacts ranks scores
to provide easy
identification of bound
water molecules that can be
targeted in ligand design
experiments

Identification of Unfavourable Interactions
ViewContacts has been built to identify both unfavourable contact pairs and potential desolvation penalties.
Unfavourable contact pairs can arise due to very short contact distances or from repulsive electrostatic
forces.
Desolvation penalties are detected by placing water molecules around the binding site to test whether a
polar atom would be strongly preferred at the location of any apolar ligand atom.
Distances and angles are checked for all polar/apolar interactions and solvent exposure is taken into
account when testing for desolvation penalties.

Example: 3hdz (PDE-5)

ViewContacts allows
for the detection of
desolvation penalties
that negatively affect
the binding site

No hydrogen bond partner for this
buried N atom in the binding site so
the contact is highlighted as an
unfavourable interaction

VCWeb
VCW eb is an easy to use web-based application for running ViewContacts. It runs highly optimized
javascript which is fast to load and fast to execute in all popular browsers.

Hardware and Software Requirements:
Industry standards:
 ViewContacts™ software runs on Linux, with Python 2.4 or above
 For visualization – support is provided for PyMOL (Incentive version recommended), MOE and
Benchware 3D
 Openbabel (or OpenEye’s Babel) needed for pdb to mol file format conversions
 clients using VCW eb can use MS W indows, Apple Mac, and Linux, and any of the major browsers
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